
In the mid-1920s, two American art historians
were introduced to the Iranian cultural land-
scape; they were to remain there even after

their death. Phyllis Ackerman (1893-1977) and her
husband Arthur Upham Pope (1881-1969)
devoted most of their professional lives to the
research and publication of Iranian art, architec-
ture, and archeology. They made two lasting con-
tributions; one was their survey of Persian art,
originally published in 1938-39 in six volumes.
The twelve-volume collection, titled Survey of
Persian Art: From Prehistoric Time to the Present
(hereafter Survey) was reprinted in 1964 and
remains the single most substantial collection on
Iran’s material culture to this day. The second
major contribution was Ackerman-Pope’s role in
mounting several international congresses and
exhibitions on the artistic heritage of Iran. These
events were affiliated with the American Institute
of Persian Art and Archeology in New York, in
turn, founded by their shared efforts in 1928.
Enlarged and renamed as the Asia Institute, it
was relocated to Shiraz in 1966. Soon after their
death, the Society for National Heritage (here-
after SNH), under the auspices of the Ministry of
Culture and Art of Iran, built their joint mau-
soleum in the historically and architecturally rich
city of central Iran, Isfahan (fig. 1).1 A mirror to
their philosophy, the tomb structure was the
SNH’s last major project erected before the fall of
the Pahlavi royal dynasty in the 1979 Revolution.
The two Pahlavi kings – Reza Shah (r. 1921-1941)
and his son and successor, Mohammad-Reza
Shah (r. 1941-1979) – forcibly westernized and
effectively modernized the society that they
ruled, each in various degrees and techniques. In

this project of rapid economic and cultural devel-
opment, western scholars and scientists proved to
be pivotal to their plans of modernization for the
Shah was persuaded that “in our march toward
this Great Civilization, Iran was one vast work-
shop.”2 Between 1925 and 1977, while Ackerman-
Pope’s undertakings in form of publications,
lectures, and exhibitions were instrumental to the
making of modern institutions and practices
within the context of Shahs’ modernizing plan,
the underemphasized fact that Pope was one of
the most active dealer of Iranian art renders their
place in history an uneasy one. Nevertheless, they
imprinted the development of the country’s cul-
tural legacy more profoundly than any other
westerner in 20th-century Iran.

In this essay, I first analyze Pope’s most influ-
ential lecture delivered in Tehran in 1925 – a pub-
lic speech that, possibly, altered the architectural
theory and practice of modern Iran. A brief intro-
duction to Ackerman-Pope’s involvement in a
number of international congresses and archeo-
logical projects will reveal their role in the repre-
sentation of ‘Persian Art’ as a discourse. Then, I
will bring to the fore the details of Ackerman’s
life and work, as an American feminist scholar
who was undermined in historiography both
before and after her death. As a perfect example,
the petty quarrels between Ackerman and Pope
over the typeset of the Survey will demonstrate
the centrality of cultural manifestations in mak-
ing a discourse on ‘national’ art. Finally, I will
present the double-domed mausoleum of the his-
torians as a gendered metaphor of their long and
often turbulent career. Methodologically, this
article raises the following question: within the
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larger project of Iranian modernization, how can
we voice Ackerman’s authority, when all we have
to refer to is “what Pope said”?  How should
Ackerman be ‘(re)represented’ knowing too well
that the history written by/about “Arthur” is the
only public domain of their private dynamics?  In
order to tackle this, I situate their joint-tomb as
an allegory of this simultaneously public and per-
sonal historiographical reconstruction. Both the
tomb and the Survey complicate the examination
of these ‘gendered misrepresentations.’

While Ackerman-Pope made a significant
contribution to that history, they nevertheless
handsomely nurtured the modernist myth of a
utopian Iran – a future that would never come.
They injected into the political regime the con-
cept of revivalism and a false ‘return’ to an imag-
ined ‘glorious’ past. Pope’s first public lecture
was the inseminating moment of such mythical
return, financed and propagated by the Pahlavi
dynasty. The internal dynamic between
Ackerman and her husband not only reveals the
coercive process of making the history of Iranian
art and architecture but also points to the mas-
culine constructs of that modernity. As subver-
sion of the masculine myth, Ackerman’s
feminism occasions the reconstruction of her
contribution to the discourse on Iranian art and

architecture. The fact that she neither adopted
her husband’s name nor missed a single oppor-
tunity to be (re)presented in the very discourse
that Ackerman-Pope invented, enables this
(re)construction of Ackerman and Pope, at least,
as equals.

Pope’s Debut in Iran
Invited by the SNH in 1925, Pope traveled to and
within Iran under special protection of the
Pahlavi state; this kind of ‘royal attention’ became
a standard practice thereafter. The office of the
Ministry of Public Instructions sent a signed and
sealed letter to the Governor of Isfahan on April
29, 1929: “the American Professor Pope who is a
renown expert on Iran is traveling…assist him in
his wish to see the historic heritage.”3 The next
day, prompt and affirmative reply returned from
the Ministry of Interior of Isfahan.4 Pope’s main
purpose for his travels within the country was to
document and photograph various sites and
structures of ancient as well as Islamic Iran. By
then, Ackerman-Pope had initiated their colossal
project – the Survey – for which he was shooting
black and white photographs ‘on site’ and she
was conducting research in European and
American archives.
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Fig. 1. Mausoleum of Phyllis Ackerman
and Arthur Pope in Isfahan, 1969-1977.
(Author, 1999)



While in Iran during that same year, Pope
made his debut during “the most powerful and
profound of all these orations” in Tehran at the
end of April 1925.5 He presented on two occa-
sions. The first appearance at the YMCA was
organized and translated by the then Prime
Minister of Iran and President of the SNH,
Mohammad-Ali Foroughi; described by Pope as
“one of the makers of modern Persia.”6 Moved by
“such cataract of exciting and new ideas,”
Foroughi asked Pope for a second presentation in
a few days, this time translated by the soon-to-be
Minister of Education, Issa Sadig. At the
Minister of Posts and Telegraphs, Pope stood in
front of high-ranking officials: the soon-to-be
king Reza Khan, representatives of the
Parliament, the Government Cabinet, and the
American community of Tehran. Titled The Past
and Future of Persian Art, the speech addressed
Iranian craft, its history, and historiography but
was fundamentally political in nature.7 Within
the first paragraph, the Achaemenian and
Sassanian “great names” like Cyrus and Ardeshir
were cited. In 1920s Iran, where revival of the
‘nation’s real heritage’ was the state’s main con-
cern, the names of these pre-Islamic kings were
uttered as national slogans. Cyrus the founder of
the Achaemenian dynasty in 559 BC and
Ardeshir I that of the Sassanian dynasty in 224
AD were evoked as ‘pure’ Persian heroes, the
founders of the presumed “nation.”8 During the
rest of Pahlavi rule between 1925 and 1979, Pope
would be known as the art historian who by far
privileged the artistic “authenticity” and historic
significance of pre-Islamic Iran over Shi’a Persia;
the Zoroastrian Land of the Aryans was selected
as the “true spirit” of this modern nation.

During this lengthy talk, Pope conveyed sev-
eral politically current themes. He began, first, by
glorifying Persian history, historical figures, and
the ‘spirit’ of the nation. Then under the heading
of “The Periods of Persian Art,” he listed the
“great art periods” that shaped Iranian history
with its various inventions and influences on
other ‘civilizations.’ Under his second heading,

“Some Fundamental Characters,” Pope elabo-
rated on the “fundamental principles of Persian
art” although, he confessed, such ‘full under-
standing’ is ‘no small matter’ for “such a gifted
nation as Persia.”9 Pope soon moved to his next
headings, termed “Standards for Judging Persian
Art” and “Present Condition of Persian Art.”
Making links between art and race, he stated “the
Persians despite the admixture of other
blood…are still a gifted people” where “one finds
the same lively imagination, the same delicate
touch that created marvels for Cyrus.”
Continuity, despite ‘dreadful calamities,’
remained possible, which, Pope assured, resulted
in the “return of justice and security and order.”
Art was not only linked to racial valor, but also
had something to do with public discipline and
instruction. For this, he continued, the vital
importance of an art museum was indisputable;
without “the establishment of a real museum for
her art…no revival of Persian culture is possible.”
The museum was a place of “historic instruc-
tion.” In order to service the public, it must “be
assembled in a common and public place” to
“revive the sprit of the nation” and “awaken
artists to new achievements” through which
Persians “would themselves be astonished…” As
with most of his colleagues in Iran, Pope hoped
to revive an innate national spirit in the people of
Iran, a spirit that was presumed to have been
‘forgotten.’ Through the museum, the revival of
this spirit would guarantee a harmonic continu-
ity of its cultural history, “so that there shall be
no further disastrous break in the artistic tradi-
tions of the country.” More important perhaps,
a ‘much-needed museum’ would no doubt need a
director, a concern that was at the core of
American, German, and French contention in
Iran between 1925 and 1927.10

Pope’s third and final headings, “Practical
Measures for Revival of Persian Art” and “Wrong
Views of Art that Delay Revival in Persia,”
brought his narrative into the 20th century,
addressing the concerns of the politicians in the
audience. He chose his words well:
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If by instruction and by example these
wrong theories that retard the revival and
development of a real artistic sense can be
corrected, then with the government’s ener-
getic support of practical measures, the
future of Persian art is secure. The claims of
art on the attention of busy ministers and
administrators may at first seem slight. Yet
art is a vital necessity of life for the nation…
The government and people together must
do everything possible to bring art again to
life in Persia [emphasis added].

The wrongs that needed correction stem from an
equally ‘wrong’ understanding of art and its value.
Pope maintained that the mere passage of time
does not make an artwork more valuable.11 In
effect, there is no age-value in art, “if so the com-
mon stones by the roadside ought to be the
loveliest of all creation’s things.” Rather art
acquires its  “beauty” from “understanding, skill
and inspiration of some serious hardworking per-
son.” Nor are things that are “expensive necessar-
ily beautiful,” a prosaic point made by the
speaker. His emphasis on the ‘nation’s artistic
spirit’ came back in the form of ‘understanding
and inspiration,’ the revival of which hinged on
men of ‘taste.’ “The Peacock Throne is only a
copy made by Fath Ali Shah, who was an unqual-
ified calamity to Persian art as different as possi-
ble from Shah Abbas and other great monarchs.
He had no taste…” Past rulers played against
each other: a strategy the efficacy of which Pope
only knew too well in the context of the 1920s
Iran. Similarly, past objects, such as the Qajar
Peacock Throne, made during Fath Ali Shah’s
reign (r. 1798-1834) on which Reza Shah chose not
to be made king in 1926, were words that Pope
used successfully. The Qajars, soon to be deposed,
were characterized as bad mimics of the more
‘authentic’ Safavids (r. 1491-1722). According to
Pope, Fath Ali Shah’s “grotesque and stupid carv-
ing of himself ” in Sassanian style on the hills of
Ray “will remain as one of the greatest artistic
scandals in the history of the world.” Still, the

stylistic revival of the pre-Islamic art of Iran was
precisely that which he advocated. As a finale,
Pope stated: “May the new renaissance of Persia
that is now dawning usher in again a day of great
artistic achievement in which Persia will once
more delight mankind and bring honor to her-
self.” As he finished his speech, ‘Persian Art’ had
made a full Hegelian circle: from its glorious past,
to its present-day demise, and finally to the solu-
tion of a still glorious revival. The talk also gave
the art historian the biggest opportunity of his
career. On that day, Pope, single-handedly and
successfully, made a place for himself at the van-
guard of that same “Persian Art.”

The future Iranian king, Reza Khan, sitting in
the audience along with his modernist co-
reformists, must have been particularly moved by
the enormous responsibility that Pope placed on
the state in undertaking the task of revival of
ancient glories and the cultivation of taste. “The
government must see to it that as in the ancient
days of Persia’s greatest glory artists shall receive
encouragement from the highest sources and be
shown to the public for what he is: a benefactor
to the nation.” The General was, indeed, deeply
moved. Convincingly arguing on the importance
of art, Pope implored the reformists to endeavor
so as to ‘bring back’ the once civilization of
ancient Iran. It was there that his most funda-
mental ideas about Iran’s artistic heritage were
formulated. According to the Shah’s biographer,
Donald Wilbert, the speech resonated with what
Reza Khan believed about Iran’s past glories. “He
became restless before the end, but there can be
no doubt of the lasting impact of what he heard
on the occasion…he was convinced that the
heights reached by Iranians in the past must be
scaled again…”12 It was there that he recognized
the political potential of ‘mere art.’ Later, influ-
enced by Pope’s minor remark on the missing
tiles on the 1617 mosque of Sheik Lotfollah in
Isfahan, Reza Shah ordered their immediate
replacement as well as the duplication of the
mosque’s dome and drum in his newly built
Marble Palace in Tehran.13 In the same vein, the
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opening up of the mosques to non-Muslims, a
decree from the king, was, no doubt, Pope’s
‘polite suggestion’ to ‘His Majesty,’ for he had
confessed to a friend, standing on the roof of
Louvre, that he planned to photograph Persian
architecture, “including especially the occupied
mosques, rigidly closed to all unbelievers…”14

The state soon laid claim to various historically-
revered spaces like mosques and cemeteries.
They were to be turned into ‘historic heritage,’ a
bold confirmation of Iran’s cultural legacy, open
to all kinds of visitors. The Royal Mosque of
Isfahan (1612-1637) was the first to be opened to
foreign tourists.15

Immediately translated into Farsi, twenty-six
pages of Pope’s speech were published and dis-
tributed by the Ministry of Public Instructions.
According to Education Minister Issa Sadig, this
translation was “for the use of teachers all over the
country,” written by a man who “first reawakened
our own love of beauty by painting out the signif-
icance of our accomplishment; it was [he] who
thus promoted the understanding and apprecia-
tion of Iranian art and craftsmanship in all its
forms.”16 The American art historian’s opinions
regarding Persian art were taught in the new
Iranian secular schools in the following decades,
which reinvested ‘art’ in terms of a national dis-
course. In the west, a revised version was pub-
lished in English under the title “Persian Art and
Culture” in the Asiatic Review 24 of April 1928.17

This metaphoric cornerstone of ‘Persian Art’
became a source of inspiration for local national-
ists and westerners alike. Printed and reprinted,
referred to and re-referred to over the decades, it
resurfaced in Sadig’s Past and Future of Persian Art
for the last time in 1977.18 Each of Pope’s points –
from revival to museums, from pedagogy to art-
value, from historical figures to nation’s spirit – all
marked the subsequent undertakings of both the
SNH and Ackerman-Pope.

This powerful lecture was Pope’s window of
opportunity into the Iranian cultural scene.
Deeply moved by his projection of a modern and
utopian future, the secular political elite pro-

moted Pope to undertake further projects.
Immediately after the lecture, Reza Shah ordered
the establishment of the Iran American Society
with Pope’s initiation. He also joined in the 1934
Ferdowsi celebrations that started in Tehran and
Tus, and stretched as far as Leningrad’s
Hermitage Museum, the British Museum of
London, the University and Musée Guimet of
Paris, as well as Columbia University and the
Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York.19

The Tus gala, according to Farajollah Bazl, was
carried out with “great dignity” with the erection
of a “proper” monument “over Ferdowsi’s grave.”20

These events, like the nation, “would have never
succeeded without the efforts of Professor
Pope.”21 As the chief participant of the Tehran
conference, Pope presented a paper, The Influence
of Firdausi in Persia, which was later published in
a collection of essays suitably titled Firdausi 934-
1934.22 Moreover, as early as 1926, Ackerman-
Pope organized their “First Congress and
Exhibition of Persian Art and Archeology” in
Philadelphia, represented by a full-scale replica of
Isfahan’s Royal Mosque.23 This was to be fol-
lowed by a series of similar international exhibi-
tions throughout the 20th century: London in
1931; Leningrad and Moscow in 1935; New York
in 1940; Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington
D.C. in 1960. The 1968 exhibition was organized
at ‘home’ in the three major cities of Tehran,
Isfahan, and Shiraz. The displayed art objects
were part of the Fifth Congress on Iranian Art
during which Pope made his last public speech.
The two final exhibitions, with the sole participa-
tion of Ackerman, took place in London and
Munich in 1972.

Aside from the two publications of the Survey
in 1938-1939 and 1964, Ackerman-Pope cooper-
ated in the production of other works on the
same topic; titles including Introduction to Persian
Art (1930), Masterpieces of Persian Art (1945), and
Persian Architecture: The Triumph of Form and
Color (1965). Posthumously published in 1969 and
republished four times in the following years
by Jay Gluck, long friend and assistant to
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Ackerman-Pope, Persian Architecture was a 120-
page concise history of Iranian architecture from
the Achaemenian to Qajar periods. According to
its critic, Michael Levey in Apollo, it was a “con-
cise introduction” to Iranian architectural history
“of epic scale” – a work that embraced “concen-
trated authority, clarity, and appeal.”24 In like
fashion, Lewis Mumford wrote,

Dr. Pope’s work has never been adequately
treated in English. The most casual student
of architecture should find even the first
contact with this work a dazzling experi-
ence, for its illustrations demonstrate the
unique character of Persian architecture:
the integration of durable colored surfaces
of intricate pattern with audacious con-
structive forms. The unique feat puts

Persian architecture on a par with that of
Egypt, Greece or our Middle Ages. With
his characteristic grasp and philosophic
acumen, Dr. Pope has summed up in a
book of relatively modest dimensions a
whole lifetime of ardent research.25

These publications, coupled with exhibitions
and conferences, not only rendered the study of
Iranian art and architecture physically available
and conceptually legible to a new generation of
western scholars, but also instigated a distinct
discourse based on the Hegelian model that
began with the Achaemenians and Sassanians in
the antiquities and early middle ages, declined
because of 7th-centaury Arab invasions to be
revived in modern times. This was a new histori-
ography of Iranian art, which was not only rigidly
linear based on western paradigms, but was
exclusively national. Coincidently, the revivalism
rested on the shoulders of none other than Pope’s
more affluent and loyal patron: the Shahanshah
of Iran. The architectural product of this dis-
course came to be known as “Pope Architecture”
– the neo-Achaemenian style that shaped most of
the built environment of the mid-1930s Tehran
(figs. 2 and 3). State-sponsored constructions,
which were to house modern institutions such as
the National Bank, the Central Post-Office, or
the various ministries, were adorned with replicas
from Persepolis and Nagsh-e Rostam, signaling
what Pope had prophesized in his 1925 public
speech: if revivalism is achieved, the “new Persia
will be clothed in a style becoming its character
and achievement, the national spirit will be forti-
fied and enriched; Persian cities will again be
beautiful, providing comfort and delight to the
inhabitants and earning the admiration of the
world.”26

However, “the ‘problem’ of Arthur’s being a
‘scholar’ while also selling art bothered many…”27

As a dealer in art, Pope was involved in the fierce
competition over the archeological digging rights
of historic sites and the transfer of their objects to
the west. In 1929, he was added to the French
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Fig. 2. Column Capital at Persepolis, 518-331 BC.
(Author, 2001)



attacks on the German archeologist Ernest
Herzfeld who had been invited to Iran by the
SNH. Herzfeld’s main role, as far as the members
of the SNH were concerned, was to challenge the
French monopoly on the archeological services
through a German presence in Tehran. Pope
openly expressed concerns about Herzfeld’s
archeological activities in Persepolis to his good
friend and ambassador to France, Hossein Ala.28

The French were, in turn, complaining about the
“Germano-American” cooperation in the effort
to export antiquities to New York and Berlin
markets; according to French diplomatic records,
“America provides the money; Germany, the
men.”29 However, the interaction of these men
was more complex. Pope and Herzfeld each
sought ways to consolidate their respective posi-
tions while attempting to deny the others’
advances. Soon they started to dislike each other.
On one hand, the subsequent projects and publi-
cations involving each of these individuals not
only entailed a process of redefining the very con-
cepts of ‘heritage,’ ‘culture,’ and ‘taste,’ but also
had much to do with the potential re-valuation
and ownership of the archeological and architec-
tural riches. On the other hand, while each of
these ‘scientific’ investigations was sponsored by
the Pahlavi state, no one ever questioned either its

revisionist assumption or its underpinning poli-
tics of representation. The western modernists
and local nationalists were working hand in hand.

Phyllis Ackerman, the Scholar
Phyllis Ackerman, born in Oakland, California at
the turn of the century, received her Ph.D. in 1917
at the University of California in Berkeley where
she studied under Professor Arthur Pope. Her
dissertation, tilted Hegel and Pragmatism, upset
the entire educational world; “a critical indict-
ment…marvelous, brilliant!”30 in Pope’s words. As
a student of his, she became an assistant fellow in
the Department of Philosophy and Aesthetics,
where he “depended on her critical judgment
then and on through their long life together.”31

Their student-teacher affair soon resulted in
Pope’s divorce from his first wife and forced the
couple to move to New York City University.
Here, they collaborated on teaching a course on
Asian ornament, focusing on Near Eastern soci-
eties. While iconography and interpretation was
her area of concentration, aesthetics and history
was his. Whereas she focused on interpretation of
history, he focused on providing the ‘objective’
facts. From here we know that early in her career,
Ackerman approached ‘other cultures’ with an
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‘interpretive’ method of study. An authority on
ceramics, John Walker recalled, “I must say she
convinced me that much of the early ceramic
ornamentation was a form of ancient language.”32

The following incident is also a remarkable indi-
cation of Ackerman’s in-depth understanding of
art objects within their cultural context and orig-
inal use. Contesting the process that went into
‘experiencing’ a Persian rug, she entered into a
dispute with the director of the Frick Museum,
Mortimer Clapp. True to the western tradition of
‘framing things’ in museums, he claimed that the
Persian rug was meant to hang on the wall and to
be experienced ‘simultaneously’ – as a whole. In
unyielding disagreement, Ackerman held that it
was, in fact, intended to lie on the floor and be
viewed ‘sequentially’ – each piece at a time as the
viewer walked over or experienced the object. She
assured Clapp that “you are confusing repetitive
identity with continuity.”33 Ackerman was point-
ing to the repetitive experience of the object – the
rug being viewed as fragmented pieces, while the
viewer is in motion – versus a holistic gaze from
a single fixed viewpoint; in other words, a more
marginalized and feminist approach to the view-
ing of the object by its moving subject. Clapp
stopped arguing.

Early feminists and active advocates of mod-
ern art, Ackerman and her “great pal” Georgia
O’Keefe changed American modern art, each
from her own corner of the margin.34 Particularly
sensitive to maintain an independent identity and
corresponding designation, when married to
“Arthur,” Ackerman kept her name.35 This poli-
tics of naming has conditioned the authority of
the voice. Ackerman was fully aware of this, for
early on, under five different names, each using
the initials P.A., she wrote critics and reviews for
almost every major art journal published in New
York, London, and Paris. Eventually, she solidi-
fied her designation to ‘Phyllis Ackerman.’ Her
first principal work of the 1930s, titled Tapestry,
Mirror of Civilization, depicts the course of civi-
lization as reflected in the art of tapestry. It was a
“quite a brilliant production,” “profound, impor-

tant,” according to her reviews, “a magnificent
peace of work.”36 A leading Russian sinologist
praised it as “thrilling, important, and true.”37 It
remained for decades the principle authority on
the topic of wallpaper and its origin in China; but
which also describes the course of civilization as
reflected in the art of tapestry. In the Iranian con-
text, she was considered an authority on the pre-
historic myths and symbols of the Persian culture.
She was also the first to see the link between
Persian and Japanese cultural forms. “In the
famed and popular pattern of the Four Kings tap-
estry, she identified the king in Japanese tapestry
as the Persian Chosroe II” from the sixth cen-
tury.38 Her familiarity with Asian cultures cou-
pled with her questioning of existing approaches
to the subject was to have a lasting influence on
Iranian art and architectural historiography.

Ackerman’s nephew, John Forbes, conceded to
her biographer, Rexford Stead in 1978, “PA never
did receive her due – how right you are. And the
Survey is the No. 1 example, as you say.”39 The
Survey, of course, remains to this day Ackerman’s
greatest contribution to the study of Iranian art
and architecture. The 1938-1939 publication in six
volumes is a massive work of scholarship: a col-
lection of academic essays from pre-historic
architecture to modern tapestry and music to
which Ackerman contributed far more than
Pope. The manuscripts of the submissions, kept
in the New York Public Library’s archives, to this
day carry her meticulous corrections.40 However,
those who helped complete the enormous project
recalled years after their death, “she had done
more editing that he had done; she had been
more than his assistant, she had written or rewrit-
ten so many of the articles that it bore through-
out the trace of her muscular style.”41 Another
confirmed that,

during Arthur’s long career – and it was
often a stormy one plagued by financial
anxieties and other frustrations – he and
Phyllis worked side by side in an intensity
of intellectual devotion. No other woman
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could have or would have done so much for
him. To have proofread, five times, and
checked 8,000 cross-references in Arthur’s
six volumes Survey of Persian Art was proof
enough of a ‘marriage of true minds’
[emphasis added].42

Nevertheless, on the 1939-publication, Ackerman’s
name appeared neither on the title page nor the
cover page – not even as “Miss. Pope.”

Twenty-six years and a world war later, during
the publication of the second edition in 1964,
Ackerman fought her partner in order to get her
name on the spine of all twelve volumes. In
response to her scholarly work, Pope had main-
tained that the appearance of her name on the
spine would “only crowd it” because “both names
would not fit in the ideal type size.”43 He had
added, “Isn’t it enough that you have been hand-
somely credited on each title page?”44 Regardless,
with the help of her student, Ackerman managed
to print her name without Pope’s consent. After
seeing it, he remained silent. She, on the other
hand, was pleased when the so-called ‘ideal type
size’ was adjusted to give her the credit that she
deserved; all the same, in the subordinate position
of an ‘assistant editor.’ Subsequently, the addi-
tional four volumes would use the same title-page
design with her name present. For, there was no
doubt in anyone’s mind that the Survey could not
have been completed, even the second time
around, without Ackerman’s voice of authority.

Without her, Arthur could never have
completed the Survey, for she had gifts of
literary organization which he completely
lacked, she organized the flow of work,
proofread the 3,000 pages of text not once
but several times, translated the chapters
written in German, French and Italian –
and one from a minor language no one else
read either but she knew the subject better
than the author – and by her scholarship
gave to it an authority it would not other-
wise possess…45

As its stands, the Survey along with its histo-
riography neglects Ackerman’s authoritative
voice, precisely because it undermines the very
structures that it is supposed to reinforce. A
glance at the bibliographies of these two histori-
ans immediately confirms my point. Whereas
nearly all of Ackerman’s articles appeared in
referred art journals, Pope published mostly in
commercial magazine like Country Life, Travel,
Kayhan International, Tehran Journal, Mainichik
Daily News, Times, Near East and India, the
Soviet Pravda and Izvestiia; among these The
New York Times and The Illustrated London News
seemed to have been his favorites.46 The few
exceptions consisted of Apollo, Encyclopedia
Britannica and Bulletin of the American Institute of
Persian Art and Archeology and Bulletin of the
Iranian Institute; the later two publishing institu-
tions were under his management.

After Pope’s death, Ackerman chose to stay in
Shiraz and continue to work despite her illness.
Rahim Manaberi, the whirling dervish, took care
of her as she became increasingly senile. Despite
her physical condition, she decided to travel to
England for the fall of 1972 for the final Persian
congress in Oxford. It was there that in her old
age, she confessed to Stead that “Arthur should
never have changed the Iranian Institute into the
Asia Institute…ought never to have left the 89th
Street building” in New York; Iranian studies
“alone could have lasted Arthur the rest of his
life…it was a mistake to go all over the map.”
Ackerman’s forced marginality reinforces the
marginal historiography of her contribution to
the larger project of “Persian Art.” Nor did
posthumous attempts to praise the historians sit-
uate Ackerman on an equal footing with her hus-
band. The voluminous Surveyors of Persian Art
published in 1996, while a very important contri-
bution to the study of Iranian art history remains
methodologically problematic in that it mimics
the original Survey both in style and tactics.47

Whereas Pope is often characterized as “a com-
munity man, a true citizen” – one with lofty aims
like turning “his beloved San Francisco” into a
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new “Pericleian Athens” – Ackerman comes
across as a “sorority girl, campus beauty.”48

Still her scholarly efforts substantially delin-
eated the gendered politics of the artistic discourse
in modern Iran. She introduced flexible identities
and subjective interpretation to the construct of
modernity, monopolized by the implied masculine
voice. Even Pope had changed at the end. In a
posthumously published article, he states, “the
ideal historian…needs more knowledge and more
skills than one person can hope for.”49 He pro-
posed instead a “sympathetic and informed coop-
eration among the associated disciplines, a sense
of fraternal dedication, mutual advantage and
mutual responsibility.” “Coordinated effort” while
making “rigorous ethical and psychological
demands…offers promising result.”50 More
important perhaps, Ackerman’s activities sub-
verted the western modernist project of cultural
exclusion. Her very presence in the Iranian cul-
tural milieu, even as late as 1966 disturbed this
imagery of inclusion/exclusion. She was one of
the few who forced the female gaze on the mas-
culine discourse of Iranian art. What modernist
art history celebrates is a selective tradition, which
normalizes as the only modernism, a particular
and gendered set of practices. Any attempt to deal
with the cultural historiography of 20th-century
Iran that is made by women necessitates a decon-
struction of the masculinist myths of modernism.

Monument as Gendered Metaphor
Four years before his passing in 1969, Arthur
Pope wrote to the chairperson of the Society for
National Heritage’s Board of Trustees, Issa Sadig,
making the final arrangements for the location
and construction of his tomb. “Isfahan, of course,
is my special love, where my most important
work was done and my greatest happiness.”51

Pope had made a career out of Iran’s cultural her-
itage. After his death, he wished to become a “les-
son” to foreigners and locals alike;

the whole point is to show the Persian peo-
ple that their great spirits, artists, poets,

creative leaders, scholars are of such quality
as to evoke the profoundest admiration of
kindred spirits in other lands, who affirm
their gratitude and devotion in more than
words, and to affirm to visitors from other
countries that one is not interned in Persia
by the accident of dying there, but with the
conviction that it is a holy ground and a
privilege for those who understand it to use
it as a final resting place, as a witness of
their faith in the land and the great per-
sonalities that have through the many cen-
turies made it what it has been and, at the
same time, prophecies a noble future.52

The monument was going to be not only an
active agent in the mission civilisatrice but also an
icon to Pope’s memory. Towards the same end, in
a letter on October 27, 1967, he implored his once
student and assistant at the Asia Institute in New
York, the museum director Rexford Stead, to
embark on a biography where his life “could be
used as a demonstration that neither health nor
money are essential to decent achievement.”53 His
own attempt on an autobiography, titled Nine
Lives, was never realized; highlighting Stead’s
words in 1982 that Ackerman “was the behind-
the-scenes indefatigable worker for most of
Arthur’s successful endeavors.”54 In Pope’s mind,
the tomb, erected by the SNH, and the biogra-
phy, composed by Stead, would no doubt guaran-
tee his memory.

According to Sadig, Pope’s letter ‘sponta-
neously triggered’ the idea of the construction of
a landmark in Isfahan. Reportedly, Sadig trans-
mitted this letter to Mohammad-Reza Shah who
was so “touched” that he issued commands to the
authorities of Isfahan and the SNH for its real-
ization.55 However, according to Pope’s successor
as the head of the Asia Institute, Richard Frye,
the story was quite different.56 After its bank-
ruptcy in the 1950s, the New York Institute was
closed down and the library shipped to the
University of Pennsylvania Museum; including a
number of valuable art works. Until the mid-
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1960s, the couple lived in upper Connecticut
when they received a message from the Iranian
Embassy in Washington D.C. “saying that the
present Shah ‘wants to do something for you,
because of your service to Iran and friendship for
my father.”57 Pope’s final return to Iran was
agreed on two conditions. According to Frye,
Pope wanted two things:

‘One, I want my Asia Institute to be resur-
rected and brought to Iran, brought back to
life. Two, I want to be buried under a mau-
soleum on the bank of the Zayandeh
[river].’ So the Shah said, ‘Let it be done.’
And, of course, this is what happened.
They got the library…sent it all to
Iran…and Pope and his six cats…they
came into that house, it was really almost a
caricature!58

While the two historians first arrived in
Tehran to settle there, the Shah soon changed his
mind realizing the political implications of Pope’s
presence at the heart of the social and academic
rivalry of Tehran University. He instead insisted
that the Asia Institute be established in the south-
ern city of Shiraz – near the historic capital of
Persepolis, for he had new plans for Shiraz. In the

late-1960s, there were rumors about the potential
relocation of Iran’s capital city form Tehran to
Shiraz. The newly reopened Asia Institute there
would have greatly enhanced the new capital’s
political and academic prestige. Hence, Pope’s first
wish was soon granted by the king: Narenjestan, a
rather rundown 19th-century Qajar summer resi-
dence was turned over to the Institute. With it
came a substantial amount of money to renovate
the entire complex, including its wall paintings,
mirror-work, wood-frames, and garden (fig. 4).
The work was completed just before the dawn of
the Iranian Revolution in 1978.
The newly established Pahlavi University in
Shiraz took the Institute under its bureaucratic
wings after months of reluctance. Whereas Pope
and his protégés wanted it to remain independ-
ent, under the direction of the Queen Farah’s
office, Frye insisted that for the Institute’s effec-
tiveness and prosperity it needed to associate
itself to the Pahlavi University. Frye argued with
Pope, “you know, for the future of the Institute,
for its service to Iran, it’s got to belong to the
University.”59 Frye recalls that Gluck, Pope’s later
biographer, was “violently opposed to this” disre-
garding warnings that the Institute “cannot func-
tion by itself…without any students, without any
credits, we’re just doing [the work] in a vacuum.
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Fig. 4. Narenjestan Qajar summer residence,
Shiraz, 1881, renovated 1960s. (Author, 1999)



We’re doing it for ourselves.”60 Because of the
decision to go under the jurisdiction of the
University, Frye would struggle six years to get
the smallest task accomplished.61

Whereas the Institute was Pope’s scholarly
legacy, the mausoleum in the heart of Isfahan was
the physical manifesto of his ideologies.
However, contrary to mainstream history, it was
not a ‘generous gesture granted to Pope’ by the
Iranian government, but rather a condition for his
return to Iran. It was accordingly granted right
before his death: Mohsen Foroughi, a well-
known Iranian architect with a large number of
projects, worked with Pope on the design. The
former dean of the Faculty of Fine Arts at Tehran
University and a Beaux-Arts trained Iranian
architect, Foroughi was the son of the prominent
politician, Mohammad-Ali Foroughi, former
Prime Minister and one of the founding fathers
and president of the SNH. Mohsen, like his
father before him, were very good friends of
Pope. Like most of the SNH’s undertaking,
Ackerman-Pope’s mausoleum was a result of the
Shah’s patronage. “This arrangement, twice
approved” by “His Majesty,” was erected in 1972
on the south bank of the picturesque Zayandeh

river, overlooking the Khajoo Bridge from the
17th-century Safavid era.62 The sketches were
approved by Pope in June 1969 and the funeral
held in September of the same year. Formally
intended as a revival of the “twelfth-century style
that he liked,” the structure’s typology seems to
imitate the mausoleum of Isma’il the Samanid in
Bukhara, Uzbekistan dated between 914 and 943
(figs. 5 and 6). Albeit a missing gallery and the
addition of a second dome, the delicate façade
brickwork – completed by mason Ostand
Hossein Mu’arefi – similarly evokes to the
Samanid structure (figs. 7 and 8). The tombstones,
engraved both in Farsi and English, were placed
diagonally under each small dome, under which
run two strings of calligraphy in Farsi.

Wishing to be venerated at the same platform
as Hafez and Sa’adi, Pope wanted his name eter-
nalized in the form of a monument. The SNH
had built the resting place of these historic figures
in the previous years; Pope aspired to be part of
that historic repertoire. Stead recalled that the
structure was a “Hafiz-type tomb.”63 However, the
sociopolitical upheaval of the 1979 Revolution,
both usurped from Pope’s patron his throne as
well as any hope of Pope’s memorialization. In
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Fig. 5. Mausoleum of Isma’il the Samanid, Bukhara,
Uzbekistan, 914-943 AD. (Author, 1997)

Fig. 6. Mausoleum of Ackerman and Pope by Mohsen
Foroughi, Isfahan, 1969-1977. (Author, 1999)

 



1981, Frye wrote that the ordinary people of
Isfahan claimed that “Shiraz had its Sa’adiyya
(Sa’adi’s place) and its Hafiziyya (Hafez’s place),
and now Isfahan had a Popiyya.”64 In the same
vein, another ordinary Iranian wrote on the wall
of the tomb, “Rise oh scholar who sleepeth here;
this is no place to repose but a park of fun, leave
this place (fig. 9).”65 Neither the joke nor the graf-
fiti were mere acts of vandalism – these were real
popular sentiments against a kind of moderniza-
tion that imposed by a political elite that brought
Pope and Herzfeld to Iran. These iconoclastic
practices questioned and resisted real power
through the subvention of its sign. Cultural
objects, placed in public space, were systems of
signification that were subject to contestation and
renegotiation by people who were both con-
structed by and also agents in their world. The
green area around the tomb was named and
marked “Pope’s Park.” The post-revolutionary
renaming of the park to Shatagh’s Park is perhaps
a reevaluation of such coercive constructs. Thirty-
three years after his letter to the SNH, Pope is for-
gotten. To my question, “who is buried here?” an
student from the local university assured me that
I was looking at a three-hundred-years-old struc-
ture; “the tomb of a Safavid saint,” she said with
confidence. Whereas Pope’s revivalistic architec-
tural ideology has turned him into a Safavid saint,
at least in popular collective memory, Ackerman
has all together disappeared. Neither then nor
now is she (re)presented.

Her funeral in Shiraz on January 25, 1977 was
“very quiet and small.”66 As her old disciple
Abdol Hossein Hamzavi put it, Ackerman’s
death “marks the end of an era in Persian Art.”67

It was particularly true because it was the voice of
a marginal subject about another kind of margin-
ality within the larger context of cultural mod-
ernism in Iran. Similarly, when Ackerman died,
the New York Times wrote an article devoted to
her passing, titled “Phyllis Pope Dies at 83, an
Expert on Asian Art.”68 The article referred to
her as ‘Mrs. Pope.’ A friend later wrote: “Alas,
poor Phyllis, called ‘Pope’ and ‘Mrs.’ at the very
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Fig. 7. Brickwork on the surface of Isma’il the Samanid
Mausoleum. (Author, 1997)

Fig. 8. Brickwork on the surface of Ackerman and Pope
Mausoleum. (Author, 1999)

Fig. 9. Post-revolutionary inscriptions on the surface of
Ackerman and Pope Mausoleum. (Author, 1999)

 



end, when she wasn’t around to read the proofs or
fire off a letter to the editor.”69 Today, a solid
attestation to these fluid voices, Ackerman’s
tombstone reads, “Dr. Phyllis Ackerman,
Professor Pope’s wife and collaborator who died in
Shiraz in 1977 A.D. [emphasis added]” (fig. 10).70

The double-domed mausoleum, furthermore,
represents Ackerman’s presence only in an ‘archi-
tectural echo’ – in its formal duplication of the
“second” dome; still only legible by the holistic
composition of “Pope’s resting-place.” The
tombstone and the double-domed structure as
well as the Survey and the Surveyors are all cul-
tural symbols of a discourse that is made through
coercive tactics – made through the use of power
from within a much larger project of Iran’s mod-
ernization. The two American art historians
endeavored, during the second half of their lives,
to make “Persian Art” out of the arts of Iran and
at the end, they died in order to become part of
that “already made Art.” In death, they became a
fragment of the entity called ‘heritage’ that they
helped create. Historians, who colored the dis-
course on Iranian architecture during their lives,
became a physical part of the Iranian landscape
after their death. Along with medieval historic
figures like poets Ferdowsi, Hafez, and Sa’adi,
two American scholars were ‘naturalized’ into the
Iranian land as part of its ‘eternal’ heritage.
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